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while two locusts and a few beetles completed my bag for the
afternoon.
The camels disliked the gravel patches almost as much as
my companions and most days, on arriving in camp, some
animal or more than one had to be attended to. The sharp
stones, on which the men walked and ran with complete
unconcern, tore the tender pads of the sand-bred animals
to ribbons and they marched dabbing the desert with red
spots of blood. The Arabs' treatment for such troubles
consists of simple botching. A strip or round of leather is
neatly cut out to the required size—in modern Arabia the
rubber of discarded inner tubes of the motorist are often used
instead of leather and we had a few sections of such material
with us—and soaked with butter which is also liberally
smeared over the pad to be doctored. Strong men then hold
down the struggling beast on its side while the cobbler—
generally Abu Ja'sha in our party—threads a stout bodkin
with a thin leather thong and draws it through patch and
sole, repeating the process until the former becomes more or
less part of the latter. Rough ends are then cut or smoothed
off, and the camel rises, apparently none the worse for the
operation, to face more bravely a new world of gravel or
grit. My always tender feet could sympathise with a camel's
ordeal on rough ground, but the Arab, regardless of years or
sex, has inherited an enviable hide underfoot.
Ever and anon as we laboured on over the sand-ocean we
had views of dune-ranges near or far ; and after some time
we passed into a plain, some three miles wide and consisting
of long alternating strips of low sand and gravel with scanty
herbage, to which we gave the name of Shuqqat abu Nahar
(* daytime ') for the reason that it formed the threshold, as
it were, of an extensive tract of once much frequented pas-
ture lands known as Marbakh abu Laila (* night'). It formed
indeed a dark band against the horizon. In former times,
said Salim, when there was life in these parts, it was so black
over there with the bushes that they named it so. That was
probably no more than an extempore piece of aetiology, for I
doubt not that the name is derived from Abu Laila, the sur-
name of the Shaikhs of the Zayid branch of Ghafran.

